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Walkerton, ON

The Walkerton Clean Water Centre’s recent industry forum
showcased advanced water treatment technology including
UV Pure®’s Hallett® 30.
The Walkerton Clean Water Centre provides training and education about drinking
water quality and operation of drinking water systems to operators, operating
authorities and owners of Ontario’s drinking water systems, especially those serving
small and remote communities. In their facility they offer state-of-the-art technology
demonstrations for course participants, researchers and the public. A UV Pure®
Hallett® 30 unit has been installed there, and was recently unveiled at an Education
and Industry Forum event. UV Pure® is proud to participate and contribute to the
Centre and its demonstration of the latest innovations in water treatment.
According to Walkerton Clean Water Centre’s CEO Dr. Saad Jasim, the centre is
focused on continuous improvement and helping water system operators, owners and
operating authorities evaluate their choices for water treatment systems. He believes that no single technology can solve all our water challenges, but rather
a combination of processes. As part of this series of processes, ultraviolet light can play an important role.
The Center is excited to be launching a number of new programs this fall, including one on Energy Management and another on lessons learned from
outbreaks. Over three years, the Centre has attracted over 1,400 students and visitors to their state-of-the-art Technology Demonstration Facility,
showcasing all types of water treatment systems. Dr. Jasim is pleased that these individuals “are aware of the newest and best technology, and are taking
that knowledge out to the world”.
The recent Annual Report by Ontario’s Chief Drinking Water Inspector shows that water quality in Ontario has reached 99.85 percent of municipal
residential drinking water tests meeting Ontario’s rigorous drinking water quality standards.
At UV Pure®, we’re pleased to be playing our small part in this success with our NSF 55 Class A certified Hallett® Product line. For more information on the
Walkerton Clean Water Centre, please visit www.wcwc.ca.

